REACHED THE LIMITS OF YOUR CURRENT LMS?

Totara Learn is used by more than 10 million learners worldwide.

KEY BENEFITS

**ENGAGED LEARNERS**

Totara Learn is a learning management system (LMS) that allows learners to quickly and easily access all your content—videos, SCORM or AICC e-learning packages, webcasts, PDFs, question banks and more—alongside instructor-led training to deliver powerful blended learning experiences.

**SHARED KNOWLEDGE**

With Totara Learn, you can involve learners in informal learning using chat, wikis and forums. You can also add Totara Social, our enterprise social network, to enable learners to collaboratively share invaluable knowledge and curate the best content for future learning programs.

**OPEN PLATFORM**

Totara Learn brings the benefits of open technology to corporate learning. With no software licence fees and complete access to the source code, you can tailor our best-of-breed LMS to your own requirements.

**INNOVATION NETWORK**

With Totara Learn you have access to the global Totara Partner network, and can tap into a wealth of expertise and value-added services. This means there is always a partner available that best suits your organisation and can help you get the most out of your learning technology investment.
**KEY FEATURES**

**Easy-to-use, responsive interface** means your people can access the full power of Totara Learn on all devices, while the visual theming can be fully rebranded without compromise.

**Unified learning and performance** allows you to capture and assess learning, manage professional development and optimise people’s performance across your organisation.

**Learning plans** for every learner, based on job roles and associated competencies, provides quick and targeted access to relevant learning and tracking.

**Instructor-led training** with seminar-based training management, self-service and manager approval booking and attendance tracking.

**Competency frameworks** enable curriculum planning, learner pathways and developmental needs analysis. Link skills to employees or extended enterprise learners based on position and organisation with **competency tracking**.

**Adaptive learning** allows you to create custom learning pathways for different user groups to improve learning performance.

**Organisation and position hierarchies** allow you to track specific competencies, assign learning and automatically filter reports.

**Flexible reporting** with personalised dashboards, custom and graphical reporting, completion tracking and scheduling and exporting of results helps you ensure compliance. Assign reports to team or divisional managers.

**Sophisticated assessment engine** allows you to create assessments from question banks and track scores and completion rates.

**Administrative user interface** enables you to integrate with HR, CRM, and other systems to keep all compliance data in one place, simplify the user experience and optimise workflows.
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**THE FOUR FREEDOMS OF TOTARA**

**FREEDOM TO LEARN**

Get rid of expensive software licensing and locked-down contracts. Save up to 80% of the total cost of ownership compared to other leading enterprise-class learning platforms. Maximize your budget and invest where it really counts – your learners.

**FREEDOM TO INNOVATE**

A learning technologies customer is not a consumer. You are a creator, producer, problem-solver, innovator. Open innovation is empowering. Create the platform you want, rather than being forced to compromise. Adapt to changing circumstances and future-proof your investment. Be true to your mission.

**FREEDOM OF CHOICE**

With Totara it’s not ‘one-size-fits-all’; it’s ‘what solution suits you?’ Our global community of solution providers offers you a real choice of value-added expertise. You get all the freedom, flexibility and benefits of Totara with the attentiveness and personalised service of your chosen partner. Unlike others, we think customer freedom is a good thing.

**FREEDOM TO INVEST WHERE IT COUNTS**

Learning experience design (LX Design) starts with understanding your learners, their context, what they want to achieve, and putting them at the centre of the learning experience. Totara’s open, flexible framework enables you to create engaging learning experiences, deliver seamless on-brand environments, improve teamwork, manage regulatory compliance, and far beyond.
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**FIND OUT MORE**

www.totaralearning.com